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INIRODUCIION
This operating manual is a joint exploitative document, and is delivered wilh every
separator.
1bis document is intended to study lhe device and its safe operation. as well as, to
acquire the skills of handlin g it.
The persons responsible for the installation. operation of the separator, and record
keeping of its work, orust read this manual.
The manual contains information about the completeness and construction of a
separator, its technical cbaxacteristics, as well as, the safety instructions, information about
!he manufacturer, the warranty conditions.
Throughout the operational period, the consumer must keep a record of the quality of
product operation, making entries in the relevant section of the manual.
The manufacturer reserves lhe right to make changes in order to improve the device.
These changes may not be reflected in this manual.
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1. PURPOSE AND INSTALLATION
1.L

2. MA1N TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Purpose:

Separator (hereinafter "the machine") is designed for calibration and cleaning of seed and

commodity material: cereals, legumes, vegetables, melons, fodder and all kinds of granular

mixtures.
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POSSIBLE MACHINE OPERATION MODES:
1- primary trrabnmt mode;

11,,ilDimmsians:

Tablo,I

p.,_,.Comamption

Wein,!
(kg.)

2- cablJntion mode;

3- mixed mode (calibration and d�g •t tbe same time).

1.2.

lnstalllltion:

Installation of the machine is possible:
- in the covered threshing floor,
- at the grain cleaning complex ZAV-20, ZAV-25, ZAV-30, ZAV-40 (or other), at the
,zrain elevators and factories carrying out processing of agricultural products, which
conditions conform to the TIJ U 293-370906S5--00 I: 2010
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3. MACHINE CONFIGURATION
The machine of any model is delivered to the consmner in basic configuration. Machine
configuration can be changed, at customer's request, while the contract is concluded.

.,,..,

Basic configuration indnde5:
1- machine assembly;
2- operation manual (data sheet)-1 pc.
3- locking-transport tab - 2 pcs. (completed with the additloo.al order).

5. MACBJNE OPERATION

S. l. Machine operation brings to change the trajectory of free falling of "grain", by the
air flow generated by the blocking impeller, and further distribution and dividing of the
starting material into fractions according to weight, size and shape.
The starting material, hereinafter "grain" is supplied to the hopper and distributed across
the width of the tray by its own weight, and in this form enters as a uniform flow in the
separation chamber, where occurs its separation and division by mass, size and shape, by
affecting the grain by the air flow fu>m the blocking impeller.
Grain. divided into factions, is fed fu>m the trays corresponding to fractions.

4. DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF SEPARATORS "ICM''
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Structure:
Separator "ICM" is a machine designed to separate the varim1S fractions of a
homogeneous material from each other. As a driving fon:e is used well-fomied air flow,
formed by the impeller. Application of the impeller on machines of this type as a power
plant, allows:
• Minimize the power Joss of the air flow aeated by the impeller, because the machine
has no air ducts, to overcome the resistance of which is spent considerable power of
the electric fan.
• Avoid getting into the air intake of the device of small impurities located on the floor
around the machine, due to the constructhie solution. high location of the node relative
to the floor.
• Through the use of the fan of the impeller of proper aerodynamic shape. designed
specifi.cally for machines "TOP" by the manufacturer of aviation equipment, it became
possible to significantly reduce the power of the electric motor, while maintaining the
parameters of the air flow to eliminate vibration.
• In its design, the machine has no the turbulence saeen, eliminating the need to
periodically clean it, ma.king it possible to operate the machine without the
tecimologlcal stops.
• Application of the frequency converter to adjust the RPM of the impeller allows a
smooth starting of the electric motor.
• Possibility to work in a reverse mode of the impeller to clean the node.
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6. LABELLING
6.1. Machine labelling.
Plate. made in accordance with GOST 12971, with the text corresponds to GOST 12969
is mounted on the outer surface of each machine.
I. Manpfitct,vr.rname: LJMITED LJABlLITY COMPANY
«KHARKOV GRAJNE CLEANING EQUIPMENT PLANf11;
2. Name md symbol of the machine;
J. Designation of the tttms of rcfen:11ce (technical specificatiODS), which rcquiremen15
rnocspond the�;
4. Serial ima,bcr- ofthe machine;
5. MlllJ!h md 'Y""["Of mmmfactun:.
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6.2. Labelling of controls.

Toe controls ofmachine operation, switch buttons ..Ou" "Off" "Start", "St.op", "Direction
ofrotation".
7. ACCIDENT PREVENTION.
The operator must have l group tolerance for non-electrical personnel.
Before working with the equipment, the operator must perfonn the following safety
requirements:
1. Verify the reliability ofconnection to the equipment ofvisible grounding (protective
earth) conductors, the IIVllilability and reliability offastening ofgrmmding (protective
earth) contacts, plugs and sockets, plug sockets;

The total resistance of gro11nding devi.ces: all �lfflding of the neutrnl cond11ctor of a
power line shall not exceed 10 ohms. (.According to paragraph 1. 7.l0J of the El.ectrical
Installation R�ulntions.).

FORBIDDEN!
- operate the machine without reading this instruction manual.
- operate the machine without a ground connection;
operate the machine with mains voltage not complying with requirements of the
Electrical installation code, namely, for the voltage of220V + - 10%. for the voltage
of380V+-10%.
operate the machine with no protective elements ofthe rotating parts ofthe machine;
- open units and components under voltage;
- make changes to the work program ofthe frequency converter.
Operate the machine for personnel without 1 group tolerance for non-electrical
personnel.
- Operate the machine in a location where can fall precipitation (rain, snow, fog. dew,
etc.).
8. MACJlli'lj"'E INSTALLATION

See .Attachment 2 during installation.

2. Connector plugs must be designed so that they cannot be plugged into the sockets with a
higher nominal voltage than the voltage of the ping. Before connecting, make sure that the
suitable voltage is applied according to the connector pinout. When you connect equipment
do not allow pulling and twisting 1he cables, power cords, do not expose them to mechanical
stress. and do not put the cargo on them. Also, do not allow direct contact between the wires
i
hot, wet, oily smfaces or objects.
and cables wth

Access from all sides should be at least1200 mm for the convenience ofthe service when
installing the machines in the hangars and grain cleaning complex.

When worlcing with disease-treated seeds is necessary to conduct medical examinations
and provide ofmaintenance personnel with personal protective equipment.

Though getting ofdebris into the air intake does not impair the machine operation, it's
wor1h contain the workplace clean.

When you use the machine without a cyclone or an aspiration hood, the operator should
work in a dust-proofgoggles and a respirator.
CAUIION!
Assembly (disassembly) of the DU1cldne ts carried out only with de-energized

equipment.

Assembly (dis.assembly) of the ma.cldne is carried ont only on a O.t, stable surface,
ID complillnce with all standards and reqnittments of the safety regulations for the

lnstJtllation work.

8.1. Recommendations for machine Installation.

The machine must be put an a level using screw supports.

8.2. Imtallation procedure of the separator before operation.
Set the machine to the place of further exploitation.
I .On delivery of the machine with the removed hopper and reflector, install them at place,
fixing with bolts. See ".Attachment r.
2.lf the machine is supplied with the outlet fur light fractions, install the outlet, and then
secure it with bolts to the reflector. See ..Attachment 2".
3.Install a feeding and an outlet conveyor so as to provide a continuous separation
process. (Ifnecessary. completed optional).

8.3. Elccbic communications connection.
Connection of the 1DJ1cbine to the maiJIS must be performed by a qualified worker with at
least 3--rd group of electrical tolerance.
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• Connect the ground lead to the general grounding circuit.
• Connect the power cord to the power supply 220/380 V according to Table L
9

�
• Connections are made with the cable, cross section of which is not less than the
cross section shown in table 2 that complies with the requirements ofthe Electrical
installation code, taking into account losses in the supply line.

.,,._
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l.Tnm on the machine.
2.Fill the intake hopper by the material Ensure a continuous supply of material During
separator operation. the operator must control the volume of hopper filling by the raw
material (hopper filling at least¾ ofvolmne).

Turning the IDll.cldne.

Set the handle "reed grain" to "O".
1.
Fill the hopper by the grain to the specified level
2.
3.
Clear the �ency Stop" button by rotating.
Move the handle ''Networlc" to "On", the indicator "Network" lights in the
4.
presence ofvoltage.
Set the up "Impeller power controller" in the center position.
5.
6. Turn on the power of the ftequency converter, by moving the handle "Rotation
direction" in the mode separation or reverse, the indicator lights, the electric motor of the
impeller gradually begins to gain momentum with the release ofa predetermined amount.
Turning off the machine in the reverse order.
7.
Emergency shutdown of the machine is catried out by pressing the button
8.
"Emergency stop". See "Attachment l".

9.2.

In this mode, when properly configured, the machine is able to remove from 30% to 60%
of the waste from the original material, depending on the quality of the grain. When the
machine is in this mode, the cleaned grains will be supplied from any trays. For a more
complete cleaning, you need to use other grain-cleaning machines.
Calibration mode.

SETilNG PROCEDURE OF SEPARATORS "ISM"
9.1.

Setting the ma_chine to working modes.
Primary treatment mode.

I.Tum on the machine as descnbed above.
2.Fill the intake hopper by the material Ensure a continuous supply ofmaterial During
separator operation. the operator must control the volwne of hopper filling by the raw
material (hopper filling at least¾ ofvollDilC).
3.Set the rotary shutters in such a position that they are in a neulial position between the
1st - 2nd and 4th- 5th tray.
10

4.Move the hopper gate to the "Open" position and tmning the handle "Impeller power
controller" achieve the maxinrum possible air flow, at which is not allowed the release of
grain by removal oflight fractions, along with the exhaust air.
5.H the machine is equipped with a cyclone-sedimentary complex (CSC), you IIlllSt make
sure that all connections with the main separator are tight Adjust the locking door in the
CSC by changing the weight balances, so that it is closed at the opetating air flow for a given
material Make sure that the air duct damper is blocked. Constriction or partial overlapping
of the output tray of the CSC is not allowed, as this may cause a malfimction of the
separator

.I

3.Set the rotary shutters in such a position that they are in a neutral position between the
1st - 2nd and 4th - 5th tray.
4.Move the hopper gate to the position 0.5: l and tmning the "Impeller power controllet'
achieve the same proportion of grain output in the 2nd and 5th trays offinished fractions. If
you want to increase the productivity of the machine, then opening the hopper gate,
increasing the supply of com, while increasing the air flow. At correct adjustment of the
machine, the first tray will get stooes, in the second one - most severe and large grain (trade
or seeding); in the third one - less severe grain (trade or seeding); in the fourth and .fifth trays
- broken grains, balf, grain, struck by a corn bug, and all sorts of impurity (forage grain).
Turning the control handles of shutters, you can achieve the desired quality of calibration.
For higher quality ofcalibration are involved the inteunediate fraction.
5 1f the machine is equipped with a cyclone-sedimentary complex (CSC), you umst make
sure that all connections with the main separator are tight. Adjust the locking door in the
CSC by changing the weight balances, so that it is closed at the operating air flow for a given
material Make sure that the air duct damper is blocked. Constriction or partial overlapping
of the output tray of the CSC is not allowed, as this may cause a malfunction of the
separator.

11
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Sdting rotary shutters.
During calibration of grain. the operator can by himself make adjustments of the quality
of the outgoing grain material by moving the rotary shutters, as well as a smooth change of
impeller power. It should be taken into account that an i.naease of the air flow the bulk of the
material is moved to the fifth tray, thereby increasing the amoant of material entering the
feed conveyor. If you need a calibrated grain material of a higher class, it is necessary to
carry out calibration operation for two times.
Activation of rotary shutters, allows you to select a grain having a weight (size) whei-ein it
falls on the border of separable factions, and could get into any of the adjacent trays. This
technique allows sending of the "borderline" grain for recalibration.
Any manipulation of the rotary shutters, for the grain of different types, different
hwnidity, different clogging and rati.og - are individual, and selected by the operator,
depending on the task.
It should k noted: Increase in productivity of the machine can be carried out as long
tmtil starts deterioration the quality of cahlmrtion (cleaning) of graim, or until begins release
of grains with an exhaust air. For different crops the threshold or calfbntion deterioration
is different, so the operator determines lb own. In the calibration mode, reganlless of the
operatot's actions, also light impwities are released from the starting material when it passes
the separation chamber, i.e. cleaning takes place in conjtmetion with the calibration.
10. PERFORMANCE CONVERSION
Toe fommla for perfonnance conversion:
Q=QH"K.1*K2

where: QH- rated, declared, perfonnance, t / h;
Kl. K2 - conversion factor (Table 3 and Table 4).

Connrsion factors of perfonmmce of
STO AIST 10.2-2004 {OST IO 10.2-2002)
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11. TEXHll1IECKOE MAINTENANCE OF SEPARATORS "ISM"
Machine deanmg.

When transporting the machine in covered vehicles is permitted transportation without
packaging or with a partial packaging of individual packages, which provides protection
against mechanical damages.

ter completion of ·wotks or when switching to another crop, the machine must be cleaned of
st and residue of the starting material.
is carried out as follows:
:um on !he machine, set the maximum power of the impeller, and open the hopper gate. In this
xie, allow the machine operation for 3-5 minutes.
ttm idle conveyors for removal of crop residues.
ihake and blow out the h opper of the dispatch conveyor.
:W-eep the remains of crops from feeders, gearbox and external protruding parts.
:lean the hopper of non-grain waste.
'.fore sending the machine for stora�e or conservation is necessary to clean the macbioe,
eek the 1-eliability of fastening of moving parts and mechanisms or the machine, and if
cessary to can-y out r etigbtenmg.
hen remo,ing the macbiue from stora� or coDSUVation is necessary to make the removal
dust and diI1 deposits with a soft cloth, check for smooth rotation or the screw of the
,pe.Jler, tr necessary, to carry out mallltftlaoce or the dtttrk m otor.

SIRONGLY FORBIDDEN.
• Per.limn slinging of the machine without travezse, see w.AttachmBTU 2"
• Perfunn the loading and unloading of the hopper using a forklift track. Placing and
seeming of packages on vehicles should provide a. sta.ble position when following
the road; displacement and strikes are not allowed.

13. WARRANTY.
Manufacturer guarantees compliance of the machines to the requirements of technical
specifications TIJU 29.3-37090655-001:2010 while respecting the rules of transportation and
operation established in this manual
Warranty period of operation of the machine is 24 months from the delivery date.
Upon detection of ummthor17.ed access to parts or the machine, making program
clumges, without proper s torage or the machine., the manufacturer is not llablt" for the
correct and safe macbiDe operation. Warranty coverage is withdrawn.
14. ACCEPTANCE CERTIFICATE.

12. TRANSPORTATION.
Toe machine is transported by road or rail, in accordance with the rules of carnage of
goods by road or rail approved by the Ministry of Transport of Ukraine.
Stowage and Securing of packages is carried out in accordance with the teclmical
specifications for loading and securing of cargo, approved by the Ministry of Transport of
Ukraine.

Separator ISM -_i_CJ(t.' 5
No.

09./L3

is made in accordance with the regulatory requirements TIJ U 29.3-37090655-001: 2010.

engineering specifications, and found fit for service.

Loading and unloading of separators .is carried out in two ways:

When using a forklift trud::
Fod.:s of a forklift truck should be put into the guide rails located at the base of the frame
at the end fuce.
When using a crane:

14
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a forlclift truck or a crane.

Slinging of the machine and hopper is carried out according to the diagram, see
"Attachment 2".
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15. PRESERVATION CERTIFICATE.

Separator ISM - ____
No. ______________
«___ ________ Wl_.
is subject to conseivation in acc-0rdance with the requirements ofTIJ U 293-37090655-

16. STORAGE.

Machine storage is carried out in a diy ventilated place. Do not let precipitation and
foreign objects. According to the requirements of GOST 15150-69
Dale
Aa:q,t fm

Remove

Storage conditions

Storage type

Notes

storage

00I: 2010

(priatebame)

(signan=)
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18. PRODUCT SERVICE RECORD.

17. REPAIR.

Installation Installation Removal Yune
date
new
[place
date
Date
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since Repair reason
since Time
Time
overhaul, hours
new, hours

since Removal
reason

FUIL

NAME

and signature

Infonnation about

repair
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�ttachment 2

Aitachment 1

Sling arrangl'ment of the machines

Control panel ,,.;
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1. Engine control handle.
2. Network indicator.
3. Impellor power controller.
4. Network.
5. Engine operating indicator
6. Emergency stop.
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